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a b s t r a c t

Whilst historians and historical geographers have offered much to scholarship concerning military ge-
ographies, rarely have military mobilities been at the forefront of these enquiries. Where scholars have
considered the movements that underscore military activities (within and beyond the theatre of war)
movement is frequently taken to be the straightforward motion of people, equipment, vehicles and so on,
from point A to B. This paper opens the special issue on ‘Military mobilities in an age of global war, 1870
e1945’ by outlining the role that scholarship on mobility can play in understanding military operations
and activities. It focuses on a number of military mobilities, examining how different technologies,
knowledges, infrastructures and mobile embodied practices have been vital to military operations.
Centred around four themes e military ‘moorings’ and ‘hubs’; military movement spaces; the work of
military geographers on movement; and the movement of military bodies e this paper demonstrates
how mobilities literature and historical geographies may intersect and inform one another. The paper
closes by introducing the four papers which focus on the increasing mechanisation and mobilisation of
military forces between 1870 and 1945.

© 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

There can be no doubt that, in their design and construction,
military considerations have played an important part. The
roads which follow the frontiers lie well back from them so as to
be beyond the range of artillery fire. Where the autobahnen
cross railway lines there are always cutouts and bypasses so that
should the rails be destroyed or the bridges blown up cars can
leave the highways and join them again further on without loss
of time. The autobahn network may possibly be completed by
the end of 1940, for more and more men will be transferred to
road-work as the rearmament of Germany progresses towards
its completion. These great roads are, indeed, as much an
essential part of the rearmament programme as is the motori-
zation of the army; for they are absolutely necessary if the new
army is to be the instrument for rapid and decisive actionwhich
the present-day rulers of Germany wish to make it.1

Writing in The Geographical Magazine in January 1938, Alan H.
Brodrick discussed ‘The New German Motor Roads’ in a lavishly

illustrated photo-essay which conveyed the visual spectacle and
modernity of the Autobahnen for a British readership. While his-
torians frequently stress the pre-Nazi origins of these new roads,
there is no denying that the close association of the National So-
cialist state with both the construction and promotion of the
Autobahnen in the 1930s led many commentators to see them as
symbols of an authoritarian dictatorship, military aggression, na-
tional mobilisation and rearmament.2 The German Autobahnen
appeared to be militarized by design, as well as facilitating the
production of specific militarized mobilities during World War
Two. Indeed, while British government scientists later doubted
their planning for military purposes e due to their positioning and
incompleteness e contemporary observers remarked upon how
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they were utilised by the German state in military operations.3 As a
special correspondent of The Times reported on 11 March 1938 (at
the time of the Anschluss of Austria):

German troops have crossed the Austrian frontier at Salzburg,
Kufstein, and Mittenwald …. The Reich motor road leading to
Freilassing near Salzburg was blocked this morning with a long
train of lorries and armoured cars and soldiers on motorcycles
destined for Freilassing and Kiefersfelden, on the German side of
the frontier opposite Kufstein. A goods train filled with infantry
and cavalry arrived at Kiefersfelden at midday, and later con-
tingents came by road.… Further contingents of troopswere still
being rushed along the Reich Autobahn in the direction of
Salzburg and Kufstein and on the high road to Garmisch at a late
hour to-night.4

On the one hand, the Autobahnen enabled the smooth and efficient
movement of military personnel and equipment. On the other
hand, they emerged as a strategic target by which military move-
ments could be curtailed and blocked. Military movements thus
became entangled with an intricate and complex politics of road
construction, promotion, appropriation, interpretation and
destruction.

German road, river and rail infrastructures were all vital to the
logistics of military operations, emerging as important to both
German strategies for advancement and also British strategies of
aerial bombardment.5 A similar story was presented in official ac-
counts of Britain's transport infrastructure during World War Two.
Railway and port infrastructures were seen as vital to the efficient
transportation of troops, tanks and other military equipment
within Britain, with transport infrastructures being adapted to
facilitate the wartime demands of specifically militarized mobil-
ities.6 Moreover, other infrastructures e particularly airfields and

airbases ewere planned and built for the purpose of enabling new
kinds of militarizedmovements in awar that was fought not just on
the ground and at sea, but also from the air.7

This opening vignette hints at the complex relationship be-
tween militarized movements and the politics of particular archi-
tectures, spaces and practices; highlighting the role of different
technologies, knowledges, infrastructures and practices in enacting
movement. From the Roman road through to more recent tech-
nologies such as the railway, aircraft, drone and internet, one can
observe how the production and consumption of particular tech-
nologies, vehicles and infrastructures has been associated with
military practices.8 Military historians and archaeologists have
focussed considerable attention on infrastructures of military
mobilisation and transportation, but in this introductory article and
special issue we want to call upon historians and historical geog-
raphers to adopt a much broader approach to military mobilities,
wherein mobility is not simply defined as the ‘brute fact’ of the
physical displacement of people, equipment, vehicles and so on,
from point A to point B.9 It is for this reason that we would suggest
that both historians and historical geographers concerned with
military movements could usefully engage with scholarship on
mobility and mobilities within the social sciences and humanities,
in which attention is focused on the different spaces, embodied
practices, materialities, infrastructural moorings, qualities, mean-
ings and power relations associated with movements.10 That said,
we do not see this influence as one way. Mobility scholars have
tended to focus largely on civilian and commercial mobilities, and
an attention to military scholarship could enable them to trace the
distinctive ambitions, strategies, technologies, logistical challenges,
spaces and qualities of movement which affect and shape military
and militarized mobilities of different kinds.

Military and militarized mobilities are, of course, many and
varied. Some of the distinctive characteristics of military mobilities
include, for example, the adoption and use of distinctive mobile
technologies (such as the bicycle, motor car, horse and submarine)
for strategic and offensive advantage; the diverse strategic move-
ments of historic armies, navies, air forces, or guerrilla and terrorist
forces; the mobile experiences of conscripted soldiers, prisoners of
war and migrants displaced by war; secret and covert military
movements; the complex entanglements of technologies, in-
frastructures and experiences of movement and stasis; and the role
of strategic sites such as bases or control centres for military mo-
bilities e amongst many other topics. What the foregrounding of
ideas and experiences of movement and mobility can facilitate is
the production of accounts of military action, events and move-
ments which are neither wholly nor primarily focussed upon static,
territorial geographical imaginations.

In this special issue the contributors focus on military mobilities
between 1870 and 1945, a period when the capabilities, strategies,
tactics and mobilities of military powers were fundamentally
reshaped alongside the enrolment of new technologies of offence,
defence, transportation and communication. The start of this
period was marked by the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War
(1870e1871), wherein German troops andmateriel weremobilized
using railway lines with a speed and success which, as one historian
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